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As we turn the calendar to December and
shortly after arriving in 2017, it will be harder
and harder to find Harness Racing’s top drivers in the sport. Names like Tim Tetrick and
David Miller will be absent from past performance lines altogether and others will be
racing less frequently or at different locales.
Following in the path of David Miller, who
took the first three months of 2016 off and still
sits second on the earnings leaderboard this
year, Tetrick is going to be on the sidelines
as the New Year kicks in. With nearly 49,000
drives since he began his full-time career in
the sulky back in 2001, Tetrick has averaged
over 3,000 races per year, or about 8.5 races per
day, every day!
Tetrick said he would likely drive through
December 15 before going on an extended
vacation with the family that will last through
the end of February.
“Since 2001 I’ve pretty much been racing
every day. I’ve only taken about 100 days off
and that was mostly during my (hip) surgery,”
said Tetrick. “This is the last year before my
daughter starts school so it is the perfect time.
“I’m going to Pinehurst (training center in
North Carolina). I’ll play around with three or
four horses that I have of my own and I’m basically just going to relax. I Hope to come back
fresher with a clear mind.”
Of course, that is also where trainer Linda
Toscano will be with top Hambletonian prospect Walner, who was driven to seven wins
in eight starts by Tetrick. “I’m just going to
watch Walner jog every day and keep an eye
on him,” joked Tetrick, who added, “Linda
already told me I’m not jogging him until he is
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Tim Tetrick (above) will sit out the first two
months of 2017 while David Miller (below)
plans to be on the sidelines from Jan 1 until
mid April.

ready to qualify.”
When he returns in mid March, Tetrick said
a steady diet of racing at Harrah’s PhiladelCONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Drivers won’t be spending much time in New Jersey to start 2017
CONTINUED from page 1

phia and Dover was most likely, with visits to
The Meadowlands from time to time in early
spring.
David Miller already confirmed he would
race at The Meadowlands through the end of
December before heading down to Florida
for a few months. The Hall of Fame driver
mentioned mid April as a likely return date.
As of November 30, the leading driver at
The Meadowlands in 2016 with 93 wins is
Scott Zeron. Following a career year in which
horses driven by him earned more than $8.7
million, Zeron announced he would be driving regularly at Yonkers Raceway immediately and wouldn’t return to the Big M until
mid April.
Yannick Gingras, who sits atop the earnings leaderboard once again as North America’s foremost driver, will not be racing at
The Meadowlands this Friday but is listed
to drive on Saturday. The 37-year-old will
be racing in the northeast during the winter
but is expected to keep a light schedule while
prioritizing his children before racing in
early 2017. He estimated that his attendance
at The Meadowlands early in the meet would
be about 50% on the weekends.
The one night when The Meadowlands will
struggle to lure any of the leading drivers
is Thursday. Gingras and Corey Callahan
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Scott Zeron will be racing full-time at
Yonkers Raceway for the first few months
of 2017.

Joe Bongiorno has 62 wins in 2016 at The
Meadowlands and could threaten as leading driver with others out of action.

both confirmed that they won’t be attending
the midweek cards that begin on December
15, with Callahan citing strong programs at
Dover on that night as the main reason.
Callahan, who has 61 wins at The Meadowlands in 2016, said he would be at the New
Jersey track on most weekends next year
with the exception of a couple of weeks when
he is planning some vacation time.
With many of the top drivers on the sidelines during the winter months, we could see

a new name at the head of the driver standings when the dust settles in 2017. As a driver
expected to race at The Meadowlands every
night, Joe Bongiorno, who sits fifth in 2016
with 62 wins, could find himself as King of
the Hill.
Regardless of which driver takes charge,
The Meadowlands is highly likely to provide
the most compelling wagering product in the
game.
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Take advantage
of our 2016 rates now
and reap the benefits.
From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
Cup and Meadowlands Pace is a dream come
true.
“I did have American Jewel and Heston Blue
Chip at 2,” said Tetrick, recalling the top filly
pacer and colt, respectively. “They were both
really good and ended up being really good at
3, but these are my top two that I’ve had so far.”
Tetrick is no stranger to driving champion 2-year-old colt pacers. In 2012 he guided

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
mentioned in conversations with Captaintreacherous, but for Tetrick, he’s on the right
path.
“He’s close,” said Tetrick on how Huntsville compares to Captaintreacherous. “You
can’t knock Captain because he won everything. This horse hasn’t done it yet in his early

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Tide switches to the breeding shed during winter months
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Racehorses get the chance to prove themselves and their worth on a weekly basis.
Such is not the case in the breeding business
where time and money have to be added and
years are needed before opinions can be shed.
While this year’s focus has been mostly
centered on the racetrack with the epic
accomplishments of last year’s Horse of the
Year Wiggle It Jiggleit and this year’s leading nominee Always B Miki, the subject will
change in the years to come as new stallions
join the ranks, including the aforementioned
Always B Miki. The analysis will evolve into
which stallion line is the most powerful and
enduring.
Some stallions rise faster than others while
some never get more than a year to prove
their worth before losing market share and
value commercially. Stallions are afforded
at least three years in most cases, since optimism remains real until it is realized on the
racetrack or fails to materialize.
It’s a fascinating world off the racetrack,
with those investing in young horses needing patience and expertise to produce champions. Triple Crown champion Marion
Marauder was set to retire from the racing
scene but his connections have chosen to
bring the son of Muscle Hill back to the
races as a 4-year-old. It wasn’t the original
plan, but Marion Marauder’s potency as a
stallion didn’t live up to all expectations
and rather than make a name for himself as
a dud at stud or disappoint breeders when
mares don’t get into foal, he’ll return to the
track in 2017, a place where he’s sure not to
disappoint his loyal fan base.
The impressive performance by stallion
Muscle Hill at this year’s auctions has led to

more breeders being interested in his sons
as future stallions as well. Hambletonian
winner Trixton is already in the midst of his
stud career with full books covered in 2015
and this year. E L Titan, sporting a similar
pedigree to Trixton as well as a formidable
record as a racehorse, bred roughly 70 mares
in Ontario in 2015 and 2016 and still managed
to win the Sebastian K invitational at Pocono
in 2015. Before his first crop even hits the
racetrack, it was announced that E L Titan
has moved to Blue Chip Farms in New York
to give the Empire State an opportunity to
breed into this ultra-hot stallion line in 2017.
Two other sons of Muscle Hill are likely to
jumpstart their second careers in 2017, with
Southwind Frank assured a spot at Diamond
Creek Farms while a deal on Bar Hopping is
said to be close at hand. At the same time,
it was announced that Muscle Hill himself
will be returning to New Jersey, a surprise
to many that wondered aloud why any stallion would come back to the Garden State,
especially on the heels of the Casino bill
being defeated earlier this month. The reality for Muscle Hill at this point of his stallion career is that breeders will find him
no matter where his connections choose to
stand him.
While sons of Muscle Hill hope to follow in
his hoofsteps in the breeding shed at the very
infancy of his budding stardom, the opposite
appears to be the case on the pacing side of
the ledger. Bettor’s Delight has captivated the
bloodlines both in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, with incredible success
in the United States, Canada and in Australia and New Zealand. His foals continue to
dominate Down Under while doing surprisingly well in North America no matter where
Bettor’s Delight gets relocated.
A son of Cams Card Shark, Bettors
Delight’s first crop hit the racetrack in 2003,
yet somehow it will be some 14 years before
a second generation is born should Betterthancheddar give his stallion a successful
first crop in 2017.
The U.S. Trotting Association shows that

the three richest offspring of Bettor’s Delight
are two mares—Darlin’s Delight and Southwind Tempo—and a gelding, Bettor Sweet.
Only this year did the 5-year-old All Bets Off
become his first potential male stallion to
reach the $2 million mark in career earnings.
All Bets Off, with that distinction, will stand
his first year in 2017 at Hickory Lane Farm.
Betting Line will become the first son of
Bettor’s Delight to retire to stallion duty off
impressive 2 and 3-year-old stakes seasons.
Though the Casie Coleman-trained sophomore caused a furor during his days in Delaware, Ohio, he retires from the track as the
clear dominant force in the sophomore division this year. Had it not been for some poor
luck along the way, Betting Line appeared to
have the talent to go with the leading aged
performers if given the chance. Winning his
last 14 races after a meaningless (unless you
bet on him) second-place finish in his sophomore debut, Betting Line’s victories never
required the photo finish camera.
It will be interesting as we move forward
to see what the impact of sons of Bettor’s
Delight will be considering the length of time
that was required to produce them in the first
place. It’s hard to say that these potential
stallions will be given the same time Bettor’s
Delight was given. On the other hand,
producing viable stakes and racehorses is
something Bettor’s Delight has done with
each year in spite of being in the shadows of
other stallion-makers.
The arrival of Always B Miki in Pennsylvania in 2017 is certainly as likely to shake
up the state dominated by Somebeachsomewhere. While Betting Line joins the leading
stallion at Hanover Shoe, Always B Miki will
breed 140 mares at Diamond Creek Farm
where he’s expected to see a very high quality of mares at least in his first crop. That
was assured as JK She’salady, the 2014 Horse
of the Year, is among the early list of mares
expecting a 2017 mating with Always B Miki.
JK She’salady is currently carrying a foal
by Western Ideal, the first of her broodmare
career.

Just a small leap from President Trump to Hannelore Hanover
CONFESSIONS
By Keith Gisser
The battle for Horse of the Year certainly
looks like it will come down to Always B Miki
and Wiggle It Jiggleit. So why does my gut tell
me neither one will win and that we will see
the biggest electoral upset since November 8?
Because neither of the Free For All Pacers, as
great as they are, have dominated their division due to the presence of the other.
You can make a solid case for both Miki
and Wiggle. Wiggle has earned about a quarter million dollars more than Miki, but he
has done it in 24 starts, while Miki has gone
postward 18 times. Miki is averaging $11,000
a start more in earnings. Miki is clearly
faster, with his 1:46 world record.
Wiggle It Jiggleit has won 15 of 24 and has
been top three in every start. But that still
means he has lost nine races this season.
Miki has lost six, including one where he was
off the board. Miki has been the better horse
of late, but if you compare them head-to-head,
they have faced each other eight times, with
each coming out ahead four times (including
the U.S. Pacing Championship where Wiggle
It Jiggleit beat Always B Miki, but both lost
to Shamballa). In the four races Miki came
out on top, his total margin over Wiggle It
was 4-1/4 lengths. Wiggle It was 4-5/8 lengths
better than Miki in the four stats he came out
ahead.
Yes, they finished one-two in the top ten
poll, with Miki taking the top spot after his
Breeders Crown win. Wiggle It topped the
poll for the first six weeks this year and then
was displaced by Miki for six weeks. The son
of Mr Wiggles then topped the poll from early
summer until the Breeders Crown. If you
look at the entire body of work for the season,
he is the better horse.
But the poll is just 35 voters. It is much
different than Horse of the Year voting. Let’s
remember how that vote works. There are
typically 125-135 voters annually. Voters pick
their divisional champs. Then, from those
divisional champs, they select a Trotter of
the Year and a Pacer of the Year. They select
Horse of the Year from those two.
Always B Miki finished strong and that
will stick in the minds of voters. Wiggle It
Jiggleit is an emotional choice that many will
also choose based on his entire body of work
this year. But they will still divide the divisional vote and the Pacer of the Year vote.
Then there are the trotters. Hannelore
Hanover should be the dominant choice on
the trotting side. Marion Marauder came
up sick in the Breeders Crown, and Walner,
who although very good in his seven of eight
campaign, is just a 2-year-old, and 2-yearolds typically don’t win HOTY. They just
don’t race enough.
Hannelore Hanover has lost three times

Nikki Sherman

Hannelore Hanover won 17 of 20 races including the Breeders Crown Mare Trot.
this year – REMEMBER – Miki has six losses
and Wiggle It has nine. She is 19 of 20 on the
board, far more consistent than either of the
top two pacers. Two of those losses came
to Resolve, the likely older male divisional
champ, in the International Trot (where she
made an unfortunate break) and in the Maple
Leaf Final. But she HAS beaten the boys--in
the Centaur Trotting Classic at Hoosier,
twice at The Meadowlands, and in her Maple
Leaf Trot elim. Simply put, she has been
dominant in her division like no other horse
this season.
So when voting time comes, the star FFA
pacers will split the vote for Pacer of the Year.
Hannelore should get the majority of the votes
for Trotter of the Year. And while she did not
have a strong rival to build a more compelling story, she is a worthy Horse of the Year
candidate. I think many voters will realize
that it’s not as good a story, it’s the right call
to vote Hannelore Horse of the Year. She will
get my vote and if Donald Trump can win a
Presidential election, maybe she can win a
Horse of the Year election. And, unlike Jill
Stein, if one of the FFA pacers wins, I wil not

call for a recount.
Column aside: The so-called Takter
rule imposed by the folks at Standardbred
Canada is one of the most ridiculous policies any Standardbred organization has
ever come up with. Ever! Let that sink in
for a minute. It is unnecessarily restrictive
and just plain unnecessary (Takter lost the
O’Brien race to Richard Moreau last year,
despite having far better numbers). The
O’Brien voters have historically taken care
of their own. How should USHWA (which
handles the Dan Patch awards) respond?
We can either prove that we are the better
organization and ignore the O’Brien action.
Or, as has become so popular in a polarized
society, USHWA could adopt a similar rule
regarding the Dan Patch Awards--Canadians must have 30% of their starts in the
U.S. to be considered eligible for an award.
At first, I was all about option two. But the
more I think about it, ignore it. This rule
will not change a thing, so let it be. I guess
harness racing doesn’t fall under NAFTA.
That’s all for this month. Happy Holidays.
Now go cash.

In The Arsenal part of a strong entry in Meadowlands feature
By Jay Bergman
There’s an interesting entry in Saturday’s feature at The Meadowlands. Trainers
Kelvin Harrison and Darran Cassar have a
pair of elite-class pacers that could be oddson favorites in the $17,500 event, carded as
race two of 13 on the program.
In The Arsenal (post 3) brings to the table
career earnings of seven figures but if you
listen to trainer Kelvin Harrison that’s half
of what he expected. “He should have had
$2 million,” Harrison said. “Ever since he
choked in the Meadowlands Pace last year
he’s had lung issues and he struggles every
time you have to take hold of him.”
In The Arsenal showed his speed and class
back on October 29 winning at this level at
The Meadowlands in 1:49 1/5. Since that race
he’s had other issues.
“Brett (driver Miller) took him off the gate
in the next start and that didn’t help,” said
Harrison. “In his last start at Yonkers, you
have to time the gate just right and he hit
it and made a break. He’s never done that
before.”
Teaming with In The Arsenal as head
number 1A will be Dream Out Loud N, a
9-year-old son of Bettor’s Delight that has
been a virtual war-horse for trainer Darran
Cassar going on four years now. “He shows
up every week,” said Cassar.
Dream Out Loud N has made $158,120 this
season for the Muscara Racing Stable that
also shares ownership in In The Arsenal.
“He made a $150,000 just at Yonkers,” said
Cassar. “And he’s a big horse that could likely
race better on the big track.”
Dream Out Loud N went to Harrah’s Phila-

In The Arsenal hasn’t been the same horse since his 3-year-old season.
delphia for his last outing, a win in 1:53 1/5
over the five-eighths mile surface on November 27.
“I’m going to give him a few more starts
here (The Meadowlands) and then we’re
going to give him a month off and bring him
back for next year,” said Cassar. Dream Out
Loud N drew post seven as part of the handicap.
The second race feature puts another
import into the lineup with Uncle Lile A, a
recent arrival that’s already won two starts at

Derick Giwner

The Meadowlands, joining a more seasoned
field. Trainer Noel Daley was able to take
advantage of cheap conditions to capture a
mini-closer in November with Uncle Lile A.
The 8-year-old then finished third behind
Dream Out Loud N in the Harrah’s overnight
race on November 27, beaten just a head.
Rounding out the field for the feature is
Ontario Success, Quality Closer, Ashley’s
Husband and Bullet Bob.
First post on Saturday is 7:15 p.m. at The
Meadowlands.

